Back

FULL-LENGTH BACK SUPPORT

New thinner & lightweight design
fits in more chairs than ever,
including your car seat.
• Unique spinal channel allows your
entire back to be fully supported
without exerting pressure
on your spine.
• Anatomic shape contours to support
the natural shape of your spine.
• Soft breathable fabric (3D mesh)
cover ensures all day comfort.
• Lightweight and portable. Ideal for
home, office, travel, wheelchairs,
sporting events and more.
• Elastic strap and non-stick backing
ensures that the cushion remains in
place.
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Back

Full-Length Back Support

Spinal channel relieves pressure along
your spine to reduce strain from sitting
for long periods of time.

The Freedom Back® is designed
to support your back better
without adding pressure to your
spine, hips, or shoulders. The
Freedom Back® supports your
entire back (other back support
cushions only support your
lumbar).

Tapered top gives you full
range of motion while using
the Freedom Back®
Curved edges hug your sides
and add stability to keep your
back in the proper position.

The ergonomic design
fits your natural spine
alignment and promotes
correct posture.

Ventilated foam allows air
to run through the entire
product and helps prevent
perspiration.
Tapered bottom and coccyx cutout
relieves pressure on the tailbone
without hindering support.

The black and gray cover will keep you cool
and comfortable all day long, no matter
what chair you have.
The 3D mesh provides a cool layer between
your body and the foam.

Adjustable straps
stretch around
any seat back
to keep the
cushion in place.

The sides incorporate a stretchy fabric to
move as you do.
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